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“Eewww! Th ey’re so gross looking!” Marija chimed in.

“Call me crazy, but I think it’s cool,” Jeremy replied, immersed in the analysis 
of life around him through his lens.

Marija gave Jeremy a playful nudge and a smile. 

“Okay. You’re crazy!” Marija fl irted.

He grinned as he jostled, raising his camera into the air with one hand. 

“Ha ha! Maybe I am!” Jeremy agreed.

Th e sights of Jeremy’s photo lens soon returned to the zombie’s confused 
face, staring up at the helicopter. Th e clicks and whirrs of his camera were 
inaudible over the deafening engines of the chopper.

Th e helicopter slowly lowered to the beach, weaving up and down gingerly, 
as if the machine itself had an intelligence of its own and was as hesitant to 
land in this place as the pilot. In the distance, about 40 yards away, beyond 
the sand and the dumbfounded zombie, stood a stark white bungalow-styled 
building.

Th e zombie stood and stared at Jeremy and Marija, still dumbfounded, while 
Marija looked back nervously. Jeremy kept snapping pictures. Zeb sat coolly 
at the controls as he shut down the engines. Th e prop continued spinning 
and blowing air around in a whirlwind, causing everyone’s hair to jostle this 
way and that, as if caught in a cyclone. 

A team of doctors in lab coats walked quickly in a single fi le from the glass 
doors of the white building and across the sand toward the new arrivals on 
the beach.  Th ese were Doctors Schmidt, Romero and Hugo. Th e doctors 
approached the helicopter, all walking in a row. Romero led the pack. Atlas 
Romero was a stout, jovial gentleman, medium length black hair with white 
streaks forming wings on the side of his head. Above Romero’s swooshes of 
hair, a bald peak shined in the sun. Romero’s trimmed goatee matched the 
two-toned color scheme of his hair. Deiter Schmidt was Romero’s opposite 
in every way: tall, fi t, broad-chested, square-jawed and handsome. A perfect 
example of his German heritage, save for his dark, black hair. Th e only thing 


